**TEXT F: Slow TV**

**ANSWERS**

**a** Name **two** characteristics of Slow TV.  
- It’s about ordinary events.  
- There is no narration.  

**b** What does Seru mean when he says the idea of Slow TV has ‘caught on’?  
Slow TV has become popular.  

**c** According to Seru, why are audiences attracted to Slow TV?  
Busy lives, people want a break when they watch TV.  

**d** How long is the Norwegian Slow TV episode that Seru watched?  
Five and a half days.  

**e** Seru says that *Sleep* is one of artist Andy Warhol’s most famous works. What is *Sleep*?  
Sleep is a five-hour movie of a man sleeping.  

**f** Talika expresses a negative view about Slow TV. Give **two** examples of words or phrases that show this view.  
- ‘I don’t think I get it, Seru.’  
- ‘I’ll have to take your word for it, Seru.’